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The GoPro HERO 7 White camera is, according to the principle: cheaper and you can't do it well, it's the perfect device
to start your adventure with GoPro. Like the other models, the HERO 7 White camera has a durable, leak-proof housing
up to 10 meters immersion, a clear LCD display, voice command control and compatibility with GoPro accessories. The
well-known and valued shape of the camera has been the same, and the white color of the camera gives it an original
and unique look. The ability to record at 1440p and 1080p at up to 60 frames / sec., 10MP matrix, the ability to create
time-lapse movies are the basic advantages of the new GoPro Hero 7 White camera. Other advantages of GoPro Hero
White cameras: - digital stabilization that effectively eliminates vibrations and vibrations created during movement,
providing a smooth image. - voice control, thanks to which the GoPro HERO 7 White camera listens to simple
commands, allowing for quick hands-free operation. - short recordings, i.e. shots lasting 15 or 30 seconds, which
translates into better management of space on the memory card and improves the quality of automatic editing in the
GoPro Quik application. - portrait mode is the ability to record and take photos in a vertical format known from
smartphones. - the streamlined interface is a new and clearer menu with the option of using a smartphone. - social
media thanks to the integration of the GoPro App will be in a quick range with media such as Facebook, Instagram,
Twitter. Now you can quickly and effectively send your friends memories in the form of photos and videos. quickstories, which makes assembly and minor corrections as you like it pure fun, not a nasty duty. - data in the cloud
where the manufacturer has allocated a subscription service of 250GB of disk space in the GoPro PLUS cloud. - High
quality audio thanks to three microphones recording in stereo with noise reduction will make every important sound
during recording be heard well. - quick charging of HERO 7 cameras thanks to which you can charge the built-in
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1220mAh battery in 50 minutes, so your new camera will always be ready for action. Elements of the set - HERO 7
White camera - mounting frame - mounting clip - mounting screw - adhesive element for flat surfaces - adhesive
element for curved surfaces - USB-C cable Gopro brand products purchased in our store have a 24-month warranty
implemented in Poland by the official GoPro distributor, FreeWay OMT sp. Z oo
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